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§ 191. In generaL

the question of the rights and remedies of third persons

based upon the act of one or more partners. It may arise

under varying circumstances, as, for example, where one

partner has assumed to bind the firm, but it is claimed that

his act was unauthorized; where he apparently acts for him-

self alone, but it is claimed that the firm was the real party;

where certain persons were ostensibly the only partners, but

it is claimed that others were also actually in the firm ; where

the act was the making of a contract ; where it was the com-

mission of a tort, and the like. The most appropriate classi-
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§ 191. In general.-The question, who are bound by the
acts of a partner, presents several different aspects. It is
the question of the rights and remedies of third persons
based upon the act of one or more partners. It may arise
under varying circumstances, as, for example, where one
partner has assumed to bind the firm, but it is claimed that
his act was unauthorized; where he apparently acts for himself alone, but it is claimed that the firm was the real party;
where certain persons were ostensibly the only partners, but
it is claimed that others were also actually in the firm; where
the act was the making of a contract; where it was the commission of a tort, and the like. The most appropriate olassi128
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WHO BOUND BT ACTS OF PABTNEB. [ 192, 193.

WHO BOUND BY AOTB 011' PARTNER.

fication of the subject for our purpose is probably that used

(§§ 192, 193.

in Agency, namely, the liability 1. In contract. 2. In

tort

I. IN CONTRACT.

192. All partners bound by authorized contracts.

It has been seen in an earlier chapter that each partner is

the agent of the firm with powers conferred, either expressly

fication of the subject for our purpose is probably that used
in Agency, namely, the liability-1. In contract. 2. In

tort.

or impliedly, to bind the firm as its agent. It follows, there-

I. IN

fore, that whenever a partner makes a contract for the firm,

CoNTRAcrr.

and in its name, within the limit of his express or implied

authority as a partner, he binds the firm and all members of

it. It is immaterial, in this connection, whether the other

partners knew of the act or not; or, in the case of implied

powers, whether they had previously consented to it or not;

or whether it was, or was not, a violation of their agree-

ment between themselves. The only question, so far as the

liability of the firm to the third person is concerned, is

whether the contract was, in contemplation of law, within
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the power, of the partner; if it was, then every partner is

bound by it. 1

193. Dormant, secret and nominal partners bound

also, This liability involves every one who was, at the time

of the contract, either actually or nominally a partner in

the firm. The nominal partner is, of course, liable, having

been held out as a partner; and if one were then actually a

partner he is likewise liable though the other party did not

then know of it, or though such partner has since retired from

the firm. A secret or dormant partner is therefore liable,

when discovered, upon firm contracts, to the same extent as

though he had been an ostensible partner. The fact that

the other party dealt with the ostensible partner or partners,

and gave credit to them in ignorance of the existence of

the secret or dormant partner, is not an election to hold the

1 See Sweet v. Wood (1893), 18 Ins. Co. v Malone (1895), 45 Neb. 802,

R L 386, 28 AtL Rep. 335; Farmers' 63 N. W. Rep. 80S.
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§ 192. All partners bound by authorized contracts.It has been seen in an earlier chapter that each partner is
the agent of the firm with powers conferred, either expressly
or impliedly, to bind the firm as its agent. It follows, therefore, that whenever a partner makes a contract for the firm,
and in its name, within the limit of his express or implied
authority as a partner, he binds the firm and all members of
it. It is immaterial, in this connection, whether the other
partners knew of the act or not; or, in the case of :implied
powers, whether they had previously consented.to it or not;
or whether it was, or was not, a violation of their agreement between themselves. The only question, so far as the
liability of the firm to the third person is concerned, is
whether the contract was, in contemplation of law, within
the power. of the partner; if it was, then every partner is
bound by it.1
§ 193. Dorma:nt, secret and nominal partners bound
also.-This liability involves every one who was, at the time
of the contract, either actually or nominally a partner in
the firm. The nominal partner is, of course, liable, having
been held out as a partner; and if one were then actually a
partner he is likewise liable though the other party did not
then know of it, or though such partner has since retired from
the firm. A secret or dormant partner is therefore liable,
when discovered, upon firm contracts, to the same extent as
though he had been an ostensible partner. The fact that
the other party dealt with the ostensible partner or partners,
and gave credit to them in ignorance of the existence of
the secret or dormant partner, is not an election to hold the
1 See

Sweet v. Wood (1893), 18 Ins.Co.v: Malone(l895),45Neb.802,

R. L 386, 28 Atl Rep. 335; _Farmers' 63 N. W. Rep. 802.

9
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194.] LAW OF PARTNERSHIP.

§ 194.]

LAW OF P ARTNERSITTP.

ostensible partners only, when the dormant or secret part

ners are afterwards discovered. And the dormant or secret

partners are bound not only by those acts which were actu-

ally authorized, but also, like other partners, by those acts

which were apparently authorized, or were within the scope

of the business as actually carried on. 1

Dormant and secret partners will also be bound by the

acts of the ostensible partners, even in those cases where :he

consent of all partners is necessary, if the other party was

ignorant of their existence and asted in good faith.'

194. Liability of the firm upon contracts made by

one partner in his own name. As has been seen, when a

firm name has been adopted, it ought always to be used in

partnership transactions; but, through inadvertence or error,

contracts may be made in the individual name of one part-

ner which were designed by one or both parties to be the con-

tracts of the firm. The question, therefore, arises, when may.

ostensible partners only, .when the dormant or -secret partr
ners are afterwards discovered. And the dormant or secret
partners are bound not only b.Y those acts which were actually authorized, but also, like other partners, by those acts
which were apparently authorized, or were within the scope
of the business as actually carried on.1
Dormant and secret partners will a~so be bound by the
· acts of the ostensible partners, even in those cases where ~he
consent of all ·partners is necessary, if the other party was
ignorant of their existence and a~ted in good faith. 2

a contract in the name of one partner be shown to be the
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contract of the firm? The solution of this question is af-r

fected both by the nature of the transaction and by the

intention of the parties. Thus :

1. The contract may be, (a) a simple contract not negoti-

able, () a negotiable instrument, or (c) a contract under

seal.

2. The existence of the partnership may, at the time of

making the contract, have been (a) known, or (b) unknown

by the other party.

3. The parties, or one of them, may have intended to

i See Winship v. United States Benfer (1892), 50 Kan. 108, 31 Pac.

Bank (1831), 5 Peters (U. S.), 529; Rep. 695, 34 Am. St. Rep, 110;

Brooke v. Washington (1852), 8 Bromley v. Elliott (1859), 88 N. H.

Gratt. (Va.) 248, 56 Am. Dec. 142, 287, 75 Am. Dec. 182.

and note; Richardson v. Farmer 2 See Locke v. Lewis (1878), 124

(1865), 36 Ma 35, 88 Am. Dec. 129; Mass. 1, 26 Am. Rep. 631; Reid v.

Gavin v. Walker (1885), 14 Lea Hollinshead (1825), 4 B. & Cress.

(Tenn.), 643; Callender v. Robin- 867, Ames' Cas. on Partn. 29.

son (1880), 96 Pa. St 454; Pitkin v.
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§ 194:. Liab~lity of the firm upon contracts ·made by
one partner in his own name.-As has been seen, when a
firm name has been adopted, it ought always to be used in
partne~ship transactions; but, through inadvertence or error,
contracts may be made· in the individual name of one part-·
ner which were designed by one .or both parties to be the contracts of the firm. The question, therefore, arises, when may.
a contract in.the name of one partner be sh<;>wn to be the
contract of the firm~ The solution of this question is af..
fected both by the nature of the transaction and by the
intention of the parties. Thus:
1. The contract may be, (a) a simple contract not negotiable, (h) a negotiable instrument, or (c) a contract under
seal.
2. The existence of the partnership may, at the time of
making the contract, have been (a) known, or (h) unknown
by the other party.
3. The parties, or one of them, may have intended to
1 See

Winship v. United States
Bank (1831), 5 Peters (U. S.), 529;
Brooke ·v. Washington (11:!52), 8
Gratt. (Va..) 248, 66 Am. Dec. 142,
and note; Richardson v. Farmer
(1865), 36 Mo. 35, 88 Am. Dec. 129;
Gavin v. Walker (1885), 14 Lea
(Tenn.), 643; Callender v. Robinson (1880), 96 Pa.. St. 404; Pitkin v.

Benfer (1892), tsff Kan. 108, 31 Pac.
Rep. 695, 84 Am. St. Rep. 110;
Bromley v. Elliott (1859), 88 N. H.
287, 75 Am. Dec. 182.
I See Locke v. Lewis (1878), 124
Maa& 1, 26 Am. Rep. 631; Reid v.
Hollinshead (1825), 4 B. & Cress.
867, Ames' Oas. on Partn. 29.
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WHO BOUND BY ACTS OF PAKTNEB. [ 195.

WHO BOUND BY .A.OTB OF P ARTNEB.

bind (a) the individual partner, or (5) the firm. The two

[§ 195.

latter groups are subsidiary, and may be considered under

birid (a) the individual part~er, or (b) the firm. The two
latter groups are subsidiary, aµd may be considered under
the first.

the first.

195. Same subject Known partnership Simple

contracts in name of one partner. Where a person acts

as partner for a known firm, the presumption is that he in-

tended to bind the firm and not himself, and where such

was the intention the firm and not the partner is bound.

This presumption, however, may be rebutted, and if it ap-

pears that the other party has knowingly dealt with the

partner as an individual, and that the latter has pledged his

individual credit, the partner alone will be bound and not

the firm. And if the transaction were really an individual

one, the firm does not become liable because it afterwards

received the benefit of the transaction. Thus, if money

were loaned or goods sold to one partner as an individual,

the firm does not become liable to the lender or the seller

simply because the money or the goods came to the use of
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the firm. The liability of the firm is to the partner upon

whose credit the money or goods were obtained, and that

partner must answer to those from whom they were ob-

tained. Whether the credit was extended to the firm as

such, or to the partner individually, is a question to be de-

termined in view of all of the facts and circumstances of the

case. 1

Where, however, the goods or money are applied to the

benefit of the firm, the firm may adopt the transaction, and

1 See Tyler v. "Waddingham (1890), firm is not liable upon a note given

58 Conn. 375, 8 L. R. A. 657; Peter- by one partner for his share of the

son v. Roach (1877), 32 Ohio St. 374, capital. First National Bank v.

30 Am. Rep. 607; Adams v. Hard- Cringan, supra. So where one part-

ware Co. (1887), 78 Ga. 485; Thorn- ner borrows money on his own note

ton v. Lambeth (1889), 103 N. C. 86; to reimburse another partner for

First National Bank v. Cringan money advanced to the firm, the

(1895), Va. , 21 S. E. Rep. 820; firm is not liable. Redenbaugh v.

Brown v. Fresno Raisin Co. (1894), Kelton (1895), Ma , 82 S. W.

101 CaL 222, 35 Pac. Rep. 639. The Rep. 67.
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§ 195. Same subject - Known partnership - Simple
contracts in name of one partner.- Where a person acts
as partner for a known firm, the presumption is that he intended to bind the firm and not himself, and where such
was the intention the firm and not the partner is bound.
This presumption, however, may be rebutted, and if it appears that the other party has knowingly dealt with the
partner as an individual, and that the latter has pledged his
individual credit, the partner alone will be bound and not
the firm. And if the transaction were reallv
., an individual
one, the firm does not become liable because it afterwards
received .the benefit of the transaction. Thus, if money
were lo~ned or goods sold to one partner as an individual,
the firm does not become liable to the lender or the seller
simply because the money or the goods came to the use of
the firm. The liability of the firm is to the partner upon
whose credit the money or goods were ~btained, and that
partner must answer to those from whom they w.ere obtained. Whether the credit was extended. to the firm as
such, or to the partner individually, is a question to be determined in view of all of the facts and circumstances of the
case.1
Where, however, the goods or money are applied to the
benefit of the firm, the firm may adopt the transaction, and
1 See Tyler v. Waddingham (1890), firm is not liable upon a note given
58 Conn. 375, 8 L R. A. 657; Peter- by one partner for his share of the
son v. Roach (1877), 32 Ohio St. 374, capitaL First National Bank v.
30 Am. Rep. 607; Adams v. Hard- Cringan, supra. . So where one partware Co. (1887), 78 Ga. 485; Thom- ner borrows money on his own note
ton v. Lambeth (1889), 103 N. C. 86; to reimburse another partner for
First NationiLI Bank v. Cringan money advanced to the firm, the
(1895), - Va.-, 21 S. E. Rep. 820; firm is not liable. Redenbaugh v.
Brown v. Fresno Raisin Co. (1894), Kelton (1895), - Mo. - , 82 S. W.
101 Cal 222, 35 Pac. Rep. 639. The Rep. 67.
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§ 196.]

LAW 01!' PARTNERSHIP.

LAW OF PAKTNEB8I1IP.

the benefit received will be a sufficient consideration to sup-

port a promise by the firm to pay the debt 1

196. Note of one partner. Similar questions arise

the benefit received will be a sufficient consideration to support a promise by the firm to pay the debt.1

where a creditor takes the obligation of one partner for a

partnership debt.

If, at the time the debt is contracted, the note or other

obligation of one partner is taken, and credit given exclu-

sively to him, the firm will not be bound ; but if credit were

given to the firm, the note or other obligation will be deemed

to have been taken as collateral security or otherwise, and

the firm will still be bound, not upon the note but upon the

original consideration. To whom the credit was given is

here, as in the preceding section, a question of fact to be

determined in view of all the circumstances. 2 And even

though the note were originally the obligation of one part-

ner only, still if it was really made upon the firm account,

the firm may adopt the debt and become liable to pay it. 1
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If the obligation of one partner, e. <?., his promissory note,

be taken for a previously created debt, the effect depends

upon the intention. Such a note may be taken as payment

iSee Seigel v. Chidsey (1857), 28

Pa. St. 279, 70 Am. Dec. 124.

See Hoeflinger v. "Wells (1879),

47 Wis. 628; North Penn. Coal Co.'s

Appeal (1863), 45 Pa. St. 181, 84

Am. Dec. 487; Maffet v. Leuckel

(1880), 93 Pa. St 468; Smith v.

Collins (1874), 115 Mass. 388. In

Hoeflinger v. Wells, supra, where

the question was whether plaintiff

could recover of the firm of Staf-

ford & Wells for money loaned

§ 196. - - Note of one·partner.- Similar questions arise
where a creditor takes the obligation of one partner for a.
partnership debt.
If, at the time the debt is contracted, the note or other
obligation of one partner is taken, and credit given exclusively to him, the firm will not be bound; but if credit were
given to the firm, the note or other obligation will be deemed
to have been taken as collateral security or otherwise, and
the firm will still be bound, not upon the note but upon the
original consideration. To whom the credit was given is
here, as in the preceding section, a question of fact to be
determined in view of all the circumstances.' And even
though the note were originally the obligation of one partner only, still if it was really made upon the firm account,
the firm may adopt the debt and become liable to pay it.'
.If the obligation of one partner, e. g., his promiss-ory note,
be taken for a previously created debt, the e:ffect depends
upon the intention. Such a note may be taken as payment

upon Stafford's note, the court says :

" If upon the trial the plaintiff can

show that the money was bor-

rowed for the firm, that he was at

the time advised that it was for

the firm, and that he loaned it to the

firm and upon its credit, then

the mere taking of the individual

note of the one partner for the

money so loaned will not defeat

the action. The taking of such

note may be evidence tending to

show that the money was not

loaned to the firm, and that the

sole credit was given to Stafford;

but it is not conclusive of that

fact; and if the jury or the court

should find as a fact that the

money was borrowed by and loaned

to the firm and upon its credit,

then the taking of the individual

note of one member of the firm

would not be a payment of such

firm debt, unless it was affirma-

tively shown that such note was

taken in payment of the same."

See Siegel v. Chidsey (1857), 28

Pa. St 279, 70 Am. Deo. 124
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1 See Seigel v. Chidsey (1857), 28
Pa. St. 279, 70 Am. Dec. 124.
I See Hoeflinger v. Wells (1879),
47 Wis. 628; North Penn. Coal Co.'s
Appeal (1863), 45 Pa. St. 181, 84
Am. Dec. 487; Ma:ffet v. Leuckel
(1880), 93 Pa. St. 468; Smith v.
Collins (1874), 115 Mass. 388. In
Hoeflinger v. Wells. supra, where
the question was whether plaintiff
could recover of the firm of Stafford & Wells for money loaned
upon Stafford's note, the court says:
"If upon the trial the plaintiff can
show that the money was borrowed for the firm, that he was at
the time advised that it was for
the firm, and that he loaned it to the
firm and upon its credit, then
the mere taking of the individual

note of the one partner for the
money so loaned will not defeat .
the action. The taking of such
note may be evidence tending to
show that the money was not
loaned to the firm, and that the
sole credit was given to Stafford;
but it is not conclusive of that
fact; and if the jury or the court
should find as a fact that the
money was borrowed by and loaned
to the firm and upon its credit,
then the taking of the individual
note of one member of the firm
would not be a payment of such
firm debt, unless it was affirmatively shown that such note waa
taken in payment of the same."
I See Siegel v. Chidsey (1807). 28
Pa. St. 279, 70 Am. Deo. 1~
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WHO BOUND BY ACTS OF PARTNER. [ 197.

of the firm debt, and if it is so taken the firm debt is gone;

WHO BOUND BY

A.errs OF P A.RTNER.

[§ 197.

but in order to discharge the firm the evidence must be clear

that it was so taken in satisfaction, for this will not be pre-

sumed from the mere fact of the taking, and in the absence

of such evidence the firm will still be bound upon the debt. 1

197. Same subject Unknown partnership. In those

cases in which it is held that the creditor has recourse against

one partner only, it is because it is determined that the cred-

itor has elected to give credit to such partner alone. But

an election involves the opportunity of choice of choosing

of the firm debt, and if it is so taken the firm debt is gone;
but in order to discharge the firm the evidence must be clear
that it was so taken in satisfaction, for this will not be presumed from the mere fact of the taking, and in the absence
of such evidence the firm will still be bound upon the debt.1

between the credit of the firm and that of the individual

partner, and this opportunity of choice can only exist

where the creditor knew that there was a partnership at the

time that he gave credit. If he did not then know of the

existence of the partnership, it is obvious that a different

question is presented, but it is, at the same time, a question

with which we have already had to deal. It is another phase

of the liability of an undisclosed principal the partner-
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ship for the acts and contracts of his agent the partner.

As to this, we have found that an undisclosed principal

when discovered is, in general, bound by the simple contracts

of his agent, although at the time the other party gave credit

to the agent alone, supposing him to be the principal. Two

exceptions to this rule were found to prevail: 1. That the

principal cannot_hejield where he had been previously led

by the creditor's conduct to settle-with the a^ent upon the

assumption that the agent-bad paid^such creditor; and

2. That the principal cannot be held where, after__his dis-

covery, the creditor has elected to give^ credit to the agent

alone. 2 This ruRTapplies in the case of partnerships, and

subjectTto the exceptions named, the undisclosed partners

are liable, when discovered, upon the simple contracts made

1 See Luddington v. Bell (1879), * See Mechem on Agency, g 695-

77 N. Y. 188, 33 Am. Rep. 601; 698.

Crocker v. Crooker (1863), 52 Me.

267, 83 Am. Dec. 509.
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§ 197. Saine subject-Unknown partnership.· In those
cases in which it is held that the creditor has recourse against
one partner only, it is because it is determined that the creditor has elected to give cred~t to such partner alone. But
an election involves the Qppo.r tunity of choice - of choosing ·
between the credit of the firm ·and that of the individual
partner,- and this opportunity of choice can only exist
where the creditor kn'ew that there was a partnership at the
time that he gave credit. If he did not then know of the
existence of the partnership, it is obvious that a different
q:uestion is presented, but.it is, at the same time, a question
with ·which we have already had to deal. Itis another phase
of the liability of an undisclosed principal - the partnership - for the acts and contracts of his agent- the partner.
As to this, we have found that an undisclosed principal
when discovered is, in general, bound by the simple contracts
of his agent, although at the time the other party gave credit
to the agent alone, supposing him to be the principal. Two
exceptions to this rule were found to prevail: 1. ThaUhe
principal canno
held where he had been _.Rreviously led
by the creditor's conduct to setJJe w:ith the agent upon the
assumption that the age.ut &ad paid~h creditor; and
2. That the principal canno~ held where, after his discovery, the creditor has· elected to giut_ credit to the agent
alone. 2 This r e applies in the case ·Of partnerships, and
subjeCt'to the exceptions named, the undisclosed partners
are liable, when discovered, upon the simple contracts made
I See Luddington v. Bell (1879),
t See Mechem on Agency,§§ 69577 N. Y. 138, 33 Am. Rep. 601; 698.
Crooker v. Crooker (1863), 52 Me.
267, 83 Am. Dec. 509.
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198-200.] LAW or PARTNERSHIP.

§§ 198-200.]

LA.W OJ!' P .A.R'I'NEBSHIP.

really in behalf of the firm though ostensibly by one part-

ner only. 1 This power of the creditor to hold the undis-

closed or dormant partners liable confers a right but does

not impose a duty ; that is, the creditor has usually his op-

tion to sue all or only the one with whom he dealt he may

sue all, but is not obliged to do so. 1

198. Same subject Contracts under seal. In the

case of instruments under seal, different rules apply for tech-

nical reasons. Upon such an instrument, where the common-

law incidents of a seal still exist, only those persons who

are named as parties to it can sue or be sued ; and hence if

one partner gives his own sealed obligation, or enters into a

contract under seal, the firm cannot be held, either upon the

instrument itself or upon the consideration, by showing the

contract was really made in behalf of the firm or that it re-

ceived the benefit of it.*

199. Same subject Judgment against one partner.

A judgment against one partner for a partnership debt dis-
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charges the other partners whether ostensible or secret. The

judgment is a higher security which merges the lower; and,

besides, the liability of the partners is a joint one, upon which

they cannot be separately sued. 4

200. Contracts made in individual names of all the

partners. Where a firm name has been adopted, it should

be used in partnership transactions, and, as a rule, the firm

cannot be bound as such by any other name. But this rule

is not inflexible, and between themselves partners may adopt

really in behalf of the firm though ostensibly by one partner only.1 This power of the creditor to hold the undisclosed or dormant partners liable confers a right but does
not impose a duty; that is, the creditor has usually his option to sue all or only the one with whom he dealt- he nUil!f
·
sue all, but is not obliged to do so.2
§ 198. Same subject-Contracts under seal.-In the
case of instruments under seal, different rules apply for technical reasons. upon such an instrument, where the commonla w incidents of a seal still exist, only those persons who
are named as parties to it can sue or be sued; and hence if
one partner gives his own sealed obligation, or enters into a
contract under seal, the firm can.not be held, either upon the
instrument itself or upon the _consideration, by showing t~e
contract was really made in behalf of the firm or that it r&c~ived the benefit of it.1

such names as they please. They may also do this as tc

1 See Beckham v. Drake, 9 Mees. ley, 3 Wash. (U. S. C. C.) 513; North

& Wels. 79; Reynolds v. Cleveland Penn. Coal Co.'s Appeal (1863X 4f

(1825), 4 Cowen (N. Y.), 282, 15 Am. Pa. St. 181, 84 Am. Dec. 487.

Dec. 369; Griffith v. Buff urn (1850), <See Smith v. Black (1822), P

22 Vt. 181, 54 Am. Dec. 64 Serg. & R (Pa.) 142, 11 Am. Dec

Cleveland v. Woodward (1843), 686; Wann v. McNulty (1845), 7 HI

15 Vt 302, 40 Am. Dec. 682. 355, 43 Am. Dec. 58; Suydam v.

'See Tom v. Goodrich, 2 Johna Barber (1858), 18 N. Y. 468, 75 Am.

(N. Y.) 214; United States v. Ast- Dec. 254. See, also, post, 210, 211.
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§ 199. Same subject-Judgment against one partner.
A judgment against one partner for a partnership debt discharges the other partners whether ostensible or secret. The
judginent is a higher security which merges the lower; and,
besides, the liability of the partners is a joint one, upon which
they cannot be separately sued.'

§ 200. Contracts made in individual names of all the
partners.-Where a firm name has been adopted, it should
be used in partnership . transactions, and, as a rule, the firm
cannot be bound as such by any other nam~. But this rule
is not inflexible, and between themselves partners may adopt
such names as they please. . They may also do this as tc
1 See

Beckham v. Drake, 9 Mees. ley, 3 Wash. (U.S. C. C.) 512; North

& Weis. 79; Reynolds v. Cleveland Penn. Coal Co.'s Appeal (1863),
. (1825), 4 Cowen (N. Y.), 282. 15 Am. Pa. St. 181, 84 Am. Dec. 487.

Dec. 369; Griffith v. Buffum (1850),
22 Vt. 181, 54 Am. Dec. 64.
tCleveland v. Woodward (1848),
15 Vt. 302, 40 Am. Dec. 682.
3 See Tom v. Goodrich, 2 Johns.
(N. Y.) 214; United States v. Astr

4.'~

'See Smith v. Black (1822), P
Serg. & R.. (Pa.) 142, 11 Am. Dec
686; Wann v. McNulty(1845), 7 ill
355, 48 Am. Dec. 58; Suydam v.
Barber .(1858), 18 N. Y. 468, 75 Am
Dec. 254. See., also, post,§§ 210. 211.
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WHO BOUND BY ACTS OF PAKTNEB, [ 201, 202.

creditors if the transaction is really a partnership transaction

[§§ 201, 202.

WHO BOUND BY AOTS OF P A.RTNER.

and for its benefit. Thus, though an obligation signed, not

in the firm name, but in the individual names of all of the

partners, \sprima facie an individual transaction and not a

partnership one, it may be shown to be a partnership trans-

action not only between the partners themselves, but also in

favor of the obligee and against other creditors of the firm. 1

201. Contracts where firm does business in name of

one partner. It is not uncommon, as has been seen, for a

firm to do business in the name of a single partner, and con-

tracts made in that name for the firm will bind 4 all members.*

If that partner carries on no individual business separate

from that of the firm, contracts made in such name will be

creditors if the transaction is really a partnership transaction
and for its benefit. Thus, though an obligation signed, not
in the firm name, but in the individual .names of all of the
partners, is prima f acie an individual transaction and not a
partnership one, it may" be shown to be a partnership transaction not only between the partners themselves, but also in
favor of the obligee and against other creditors of the firm. 1

presumed to bind the firm ; if he does carry on a separate

business, no such presumption arises, and the person who

would charge the firm upon a contract made in the name

of such partner must show that it was intended to bind the

firm.*

202. Contracts where there are two firms of same
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name with common partner. Cases occur, though they

are comparatively rare, where two firms are doing business

under the same name in the same locality, and having one

or more but not all of their members in common. It was

thought at one time that where a contract was made in such

firm name by the common partner, and the other party did

not know for which of the firms he assumed to act, either

firm could be held at the option of the other party, but that

both could not be held. The true rule seems to be, however,

iSee Berkshire Woolen Co. v. 2 See Rumsey v.Briggs (1893), 139

Juillard (1879), 75 N. Y. 535, 31 Am. N. Y. 323, 34 N. E. Rep. 929.

Rep. 488; Mix v. Shattuck (1878), 'See United States Bank v. Bin-

50 Vt 421, 28 Am. Rep. 511; Free- ney (1828), 5 Mason (U. & C. C.), 189;

§ 201. Contracts where firm does business in ·name of
one partner.- It is not uncommon, as has been seen, for a
firm to do business in the name of a single partner, and contracts made in that name for the firm will bind all members.'
If that partner carries on no individual business separate
from that of the firm, contracts made in such name will be
presumed to bind the firm; if he does carry on a separate
business, no ·such presumption arises, and the person who
would chai:ge the firm upon a contract made in the name
of such partner must show that it was intended to bind the
firm. 1
4

man v. Campbell (1880), 55 CaL 197; Yorkshire Banking Co. v. Beatson

Iddings v. Pierson (1884), 100 Ind. (1880), L. R 5 C. P. Div. 109: Bank

418; Warriner v. Mitchell (1889), of Rochester v. Monteath (1845), 1

128 Pa. St 153. Denio (N. Y.). 402, 43 Am, Dec, 681.
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§ 202. Contracts where there are two firms of same
name with common partner.- Cases occur, though they
are comparatively ra~e, where two firms are doing business
under the same name in the same locality, and having one
or more but not all of their members in common. It was
thought at one time that where a contract was made in such
firm name by the common partner, and the other party did
not know for which of the firms he assumed to act, either
firm could be held at the option of the ·other party, but that
both could not be held. The true rule seems to be, however,
l See Berkshire Woolen Co. v.
2 See Rumsey v. Briggs (1893), 139
Juillard (1879), 75 N. Y.- 535, 31 Am. N. Y. 323, 34 N. E. Rep. 929.
Rep. 488; Mix v. Shattuck (1878),
'See United States Bank v. Bin60 Vt. ~1. 28 Am. Rep. 511; Free- ney (1828), 5 Mason (tJ. S. C. C.), 189;
man v. Campbell (1880). 55Cal197; Yorkshire Banking Co. v. Beatson
Iddings v. Pierson (1884), 100 Ind. (1880), L. R. 5 C. P. Div. 109: Bank
4:18; Warriner v. Mitchell (1889), . of Rochester v. Monteath (1845), 1
128 Pa. St. 153.
Denio (N~ Y.), 402, 43 Am. Dec. 681.
135
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§§ 203, 204.J

LAW OF P .A.RTNERSHIP.

that such cases stand upon no peculiar ground, but that that

firm only is to be held which by the facts and circumstances

is pointed out as the one for which the partner acted. 1

203. Liability where the partner exceeds his author-

ity. A partner, like other agents, may incur individual lia-

that such cases stand upon no peculiar ground, but that that
firm only is to be held which by the facts and circumstances
is pointed out as the one for which the partner acted. 1

bility by assuming to act without sufficient authority. In

such cases he may make express representations as to his

authority, and he may likewise make an implied representa-

tion by assuming to act as a partner. For a breach of either

of these representations he may be held liable to third per-

sons who are injured by reason of his undertaking to bind

the firm when he had no authority so to do. Whether he

can be held upon the very contract which he has made with-

out authority, depends upon whether the contract contains

apt words to charge him personally. His liability in these

cases depends ordinarily upon the familiar rules which make

an agent liable who has exceeded his authority or who has

assumed to act for a principal having no legal existence. 1

II. IN TOET.
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204. Firm liable for torts of one partner committed

in course of business. The liability of the firm for the

torts of one partner rests upon the same foundation as the

1 See Hastings National Bank v. bank account, but borrowed from

Hibbard (1882), 48 Mich. 452, 12 N. the first when necessary, and kept

W. Rep. 651; Swan v. Steele (1806), its account with it. One of the

7 East, 210. In Hastings National original partners made a note in

Bank v. Hibbard, supra, it appeared the firm name and discounted it at

that a firm of three partners, en- the plaintiff's bank. In an action

gaged in operating a particular by the bank the jury found that

flouring mill, temporarily arranged the bank relied exclusively upon

§ 203. Liability where the partner exceeds his author·
ity.-A partner, like other agents, may incur i~diYidual liability by assuming to act without sufficient authority. In
such cases he may make express representations as to his
authority, and he may likewise make an implied representation by assuming to act as a partner. For a breach of either
of these representations he may be held liable to third persons who are injured by reason of his undertaking to bind
the firm when he had no authority so to do. Whether he
can be held upon the very contract which he has made without authority, depends upon whether the contract contains
apt words to charge him personally. His liability in these
cases depends ordinarily upon the familiar rules which make
an agent liable who has exceeded his authority or who has
assumed to act for a principal having no legal existence.2

to take in another partner and run the credit of the original partners,

an additional mill as another firm. It was not claimed that the money

II. IN ToRT.

Both firms, however, had the same was borrowed or used for the bene-

name and used the same letter- fit of the later firm. It was there-

heads, upon which the names of all fore held that the additional part-

four partners were printed, but the ner could not be held liable,

business of the two mills was kept 2 See Mechem on Agency, 541,

distinct. The second mill kept no 557; Taft v. Church (1895), 162 Mass.
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§ 204:. Firm liable for torts of one partner committed
in course of business.- The liability of the firm for the
torts of one partner rests upon the same foundation as the
I See Hastings National Bank v.
Hibbard (1882), 48 Mich. 452, 12 N.
W. Rep. 651; Swan v. Steele (1806),
7 East, 210. In Hastings National
Bank v. Hibbard, supra, it appeared
that a firm of three partners, ~ngaged in operating a particular
flouring mill, temporarily arranged
to take in another partner and run
an additional mill as another firm.
Both firms, however, had the same
name and used the same letterheads, upon which the names of all
four partners were printed, but the
business of the two mills was kept
distinct. The second mill kept no

bank account, but borrowed from
the first when necessary, and kept
its account with it.. One of the
original partners made a note in
the firm name and discounted it at
the plaintiff's bank. In an action
by the bank the jury found that
the bank relied exclusively upon
the credit of the original partners.
It was not claimed that the money
was borrowed or used for the benefit of the later firm. It was therefore held that the additional part·
ner could not be held liable.
2 See Mechem on Agency, §§ 541,
557; Taft v. Church (1895), 162 Mass.
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WHO BOUND BY ACTS OF PAETNEE, [ 205.

liability of a principal for the torts of his agent, which has

WHO BOUND BY A.OTB OF P A.BTNER.

[§ 205.

been already considered. Thus, the firm is liable in a civil

action for the negligence of one partner, committed in the

transaction of partnership business ; as, for example, where

one of a firm of lawyers or physicians causes loss to a client

or a patient by a want of professional skill or a failure to

use due care or diligence. 1

This liability of the firm is not, however, confined to actions

based upon a partner's negligence; it is liable also for his

trespass, fraud, deceit, misrepresentation or malice, if com-

mitted in the scope of the partnership business and in fur-

therance of its interests; as, for example, where one partner

in the prosecution of the firm business wrongfully seizes the

property of a third person, or institutes malicious prosecu-

tions, or is guilty of a libel. 2 A greater liability still may

also be incurred by a previous authorization or a subsequent

ratification.

205. Liability of firm for partner's malicious or crim-

inal act. But the firm would not be liable, unless previously
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authorized or subsequently ratified, for similar acts commit-

ted by the partner outside of the partnership business and

527, 39 N. E. Rep. 283; North Star 211; Locke v. Stearns (1840), 1

Co. v. Stebbins (1893), 3 So. Dak. Meto. (Mass.) 560, 35 Am. Dec. 382;

540, 54 N. W. Rep. 59& Chester v. Dickerson (1873), 54 N. Y.

!See Hess v. Lowrey (1889), 122 1, 13 Am. Rep. 550; Jacobs v.

Ind. 225, 23 N. E. Rep. 156, 17 Am. Shorey (1868), 48 N. H. 100, 97 Am.

St. Rep. 355 ; Hyrae v. Erwin (1885), Dec. 586 ; Brundage v. Mellon (1895),

23 S. C. 226, 55 Am. Rep. 15; Col- N. Dak. , 63 N. W. Rep. 209;

Her v. McCall (1887), 84 Ala. 190, 4 Haney Mfg. Co. v. Perkins (1889),

liability of a principal for the torts of his agent, which has
been already considered. Thus, the firm is liable in a civil
action for the negligence of one partner, committed in the
transaction .of partnership business; as, for example, where
one of a firm of lawyers or physicians causes loss to a client
or a patient by a want of professional skill or a failure to ,
use due care or diligence. 1
This liability of the firm is not, however, confined to actions
based upon a partner's negligence; it is liable also for his
trespass, fraud, deceit, misrepresentation or malice, if committed in the scope of the partnership business and in furtherance of its interests; as, for example, where one partner
in the prosecution of the firm business wrongfully seizes the
property of a third person, or institutes malicious prosecutions; or is guilty of a libel. 2 A greater liability still may
also be incurred by a previous authorization or a subsequent
ratification.

So. Rep. 367; Haley v. Case (1886), 78 Mich, 1, 43 N. W. Rep. 1073;

142 Mass. 316, 7 N. E. Rep. 877; Lathrop v. Adams (1882), 133 Mass.

Bucki v. Cone (1889), 25 Fla. 1, 6 So. 471, 43 Am. Rep. 528. The individ-

Rep. 160. ual property of an innocent part-

2 See Strang v. Bradner (1884), 114 ner is not liable to attachment for

U. S. 555, 29 L. ed. 248; Stanhope a firm debt fraudulently contracted

v. Swafford (1890), 80 Iowa, 45, 45 by a copartner. Jaffrey v. Jennings

N. W. Rep. 403; Morehouse v. North- (1894), 101 Mich, 615, 25 L. R. A. 645.

§ 205. Liability of firm for partner's malicious or crim·
inal act.-But the firm would not be liable, unless previously
authorized or subsequently ratified, for similar acts committed by the partner outside of the partnership business and

rop (1866), 33 Conn. 380, 89 Am. Dec.
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527, 89 N. E. Rep. 288; North Star
Co. v. Stebbins (1893), 8 So. Dak.
540, 54 N. W. Rep. 593.
1 See Hess v. Lo.wrey (1889), 122
Ind. 225, 28 N. E. Rep. 156, 17 Am.
St. Rep. 355; Hyrne v. Erwin (1885),
23 S. C. 226, 55 Am. Rep. 15; Collier v. McCall (1887), 84 Ala. 190, 4
So. Rep. 367; Haley v. Case (1886),
142 Mass. 316, 7 N. E. Rep. 877;
Bucki v. Cone (1889), 25 Fla. 1, 6 So.
Rep. 160.
2 See Strang v. Bradner (1884), 114
U. S. 555, 29 L. ed. 248; Stanhope
v. Swafford (1890), 80 Iowa, 45, 45
N. W. Rep. 403; Morehouse v. Northr op (1866), 83 Conn. 880, 89 Am. Dec.

211; Locke v. Stearns (1840), 1
Mete. (Mass.) 560, 35 Am. Dec. 882;
Chester v. Dickerson (1873), 54 N. Y.
1, 13 Am. Rep. 550; Jacobs v.
Shorey (1868), 48 N. H. 100, 97 Am.
Dec. 586; Brundage v. Mellon (1895),
- N. Dak. - , 63 :N. W. Rep. 209;
Haney Mfg. Co. v. Perkins (1889),
78 Mich. 1, 43 N. W. Rep. 1073;
Lathrop v. Adams (1882), 133 Mass.
471, 43 Am. Rep. 528. The individual property of an innocent partner is not liable to attachment for
a firm debt fraudulently contracted
by a copartner. Jaffray v. Jennings
(1894), 101 Mich. 615, 25 L. R. A. 640.
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§ 206.]

LAW 011' PARTNERSHIP.

LAW OF PARTNERSHIP.

for his own purposes, as where he acts from his own private

malice or ill-will. 1

Neither can one partner, not personally in fault, ordina-

rily be held liable in a criminal or penal action for the acts

of his partner.*

206. Liability of firm for partner's breach of trust.

Breaches of trust or misappropriation by one partner in

respect of funds or property which come into the possession

for his own purposes, as where he acts from his own private
malice or ill-will.1
Neither can one partner, not personally in fault, ordina.
rily be held liable in a criminal or penal action for the aots
of his partner.2

of the firm in the course of its business will make the firm

responsible; 1 but the firm will not be responsible, as for

breach of trust, because one partner wrongfully employs in

the partnership business funds of which he alone was trustee,

if his partners were ignorant of the source of the money or

of his want of title to it, though they would be liable if they

had such knowledge. 4

1 See Rosekrans v. Barker (1885),

115 IlL 331, 56 Am. Rep. 169.

2 See Watson v. Hinchman (1879),
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42 Mich. 27, 3 N. W. Rep. 336; Mo

Neely v. Haynes (1877), 76 N. a

133.

See Todd v. Jackson (1881X75

Ind.272.

See Englar v. Offutt (1889), 70

§ 206. Liability of:ftrm for partner's breach of trust.Breaches of trust or misappropriation by one partner in
respect of funds or property which come into the possession
of the firm in the course of its business will make the firm
. responsible; 1 but the firm will not be responsible, as for
breach of trust, because one partner wrongfully employs in
the partnership business funds of whi~h he alone was trustee,
if his· partners were ignorant of the source of the money or
of his want of ~itle to it, though they would be liable if they
had such knowledge.'

Md. 78, 14 Am. St. Rep. 333; Guillou

v. Peterson (1879), 89 Pa. St. 163:

Gilruth v. Decell (1894), 72 Misa

232, 16 So. Rep. 250.

138

l See Rosekrans v. 'Barker (1885),
115 Ill 331, 56 Am. Rep. 169.
2 See Watson v. Hinchman (1879),
42 Mich. 27, 8 N. W. Rep. 236; MoNeely v. Haynes (1877), 76 N.
12?.

a

a See Todd v. Jackson (1881), 76
Ind. 272.
' See Englar v. Offutt (1889), 7C
Md. 78, 14 Am. St. Rep. 882; Guillou
v. Peterson (1879), 89 Pa. St. 163;
Gilruth v. Decell (1894), 79 Miss.
282, 16 So. Rep. 250.
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